REACREATIONAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION CANADA
Vancouver Chapter 85
General Meeting
Tuesday 5 March 2013

Call to Order: At 1930 by President John.
Attending: 29 persons attended the meeting. Executive members attending included: Tom Boulanger, George Gregory,
Cyril Henderson, Peter Lenger, John Macready, David Marsden, Tim Novak, Bruce Prior, and Peter Whittaker.
Program
John introduced Eric Munzer and Gordon Hindle who expanded on their February presentation on gyrocopters ( or
gyroplanes, or autogyros). Eric showed a video of an advanced flying car, the PAL-V, that converts to a
gyroplane in less than a minute (http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=CajAq6ndJYEh). This video was a teaser to inspire us to think seriously
about the possibilities with gyrocopters. Then he gave us facts and figures for an example ultralight
gyroplane kit, the Ultralight Butterfly (http://www.thebutterflyllc.com/ultralight/ultralight.htm). This kit
costs $17,995 USD including MZ 202 60-hp engine.
He proposed that our project would be built during meeting nights in the workshop. If we didn't buy a kit, parts would have
to be made at members' homes between meetings. Eric presented the training requirements in Canada (see Notes at end of
Minutes). Eric spoke to staff at Boundary Bay and Abbotsford Airports about gyrocopter traing. YXX is enthusiastic; ZBB
is not against gyrocopter training but would have to think a little more about it.
Eric has enquired at Transport Canada about an ultralight gyrocopter option. Weight and fuel capacity would be less and
training might be less onerous. He is waiting for his Transport Canada contact to get back to him.
Eric asked who might be interested in a chapter gyroplane project. 12 were interested. Many others said they would come to
the meetings to observe. 15 would support a motion for the chapter to invest up to $20,000. Eric estimated we would need
about 8 to 10 people to pre-arrange things before each meeting and to support the construction effort at the meetings. Six
people said they would be interested in being on the team. No one volunteered to be project manager but Eric said he would
lead the project if no one else came forward. The leader would purchase, import and, if necessary, haul the project to site.
No one offered an engine when Eric called for donations. A gyrocopter would need 60 to 100 hp. A 3-cylinder Suzuki
engine at 80 lb would do fine.
George asked if ultralight gyrocopter flight time would
count towards training in an amateur-built gyroplane. Eric
will find out.
Gordon presented kit options like the 47 Star Bee
(http://www.starbeegyros.com/) and the Monarch Butterfly
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlyR-aSEuig). He
recounted some experiences he has had with flying gyros
pulled by a pickup truck. Then the audio-visual system
failed and we weren't able to view Gordon's videos. He
may show them at the next meeting.
John advised that a project like this is ultimately going to
be an Executive decision. It will be discussed at the March
Executive Meeting.

General Meeting
John called the General Meeting to order at 2045.
New Members and Visitors: Gary Boyco introduced
himself. He once had an ultralight licence but isn't current
now. He is rebuilding a Fisher 101.
Minutes: Motion (Skillen /Henderson): that the Minutes of
the February 2013 General Meeting be adopted. Carried.
President's Comments: The Awards Banquet will be on
30 March at the Town & Country Inn. Tickets are available
tonight from Peter Whittaker or call or email him to reserve
them. He will send a reminder email to the general
membership.
Secretary: No report.
Treasurer: Tom reported the balances for last month and for the year to date. He provided a Financial Report dated 5 Mar
2013 for filing with the Minutes.
Membership: David reported we have 40 paid-up members. Josef Sircelj said he wasn't on the mailing list. The process for
getting on the email mailing list was discussed. Essentially, paid up members go on David's master membership list, and
David then sends a revised membership list to Rob Prior who posts it on the RAA website and also updates the email
mailing list for members@raa85.ca.
Hangar and Workshop: John de Visser
reported that the front portico is completed.
The clubhouse “now has more
presentation.” Applause! And there are
new clocks on the wall for UTC and
Pacific Time, too.
John deV was the RAA lead for the
Birthday Party for Dan McGowan and
Charlie Longstaff held at the Museum of
Flight on 2 March. Robin McNamara
organized this event and John said she
should get a big hand for her organization
effort and successful result. He reported
that 60 to 80 people attended and “it was
awesome.”
Custodian: No report.
Vice-President: Peter reported time and
date for the Awards Banquet. Tickets are
$35 each. Cheques should be made out to RAA Chapter 85. It will be in the Reiffel Salon at the Town and Country Inn.
Times:
18:30 – 19:00: Arrival and Cocktails ( Cash Bar )
19:00: Welcoming Remarks ( John MaCready )
19:15 – 20:00: Baron of Beef Buffet Dinner
20:00 – 22:00: Guest Speaker & Awards Presentations
The cash bar will be outside the door in the Lobby. John advised that it's necessary to know how many will attend. Members
will be called and reminded of this annual event!
Aircraft: John reported that Raymond has so far found nine members who will invest $350 to become Flying Members. We
need 10 Flying Members to break even on Turbi operations. Hats and pins are in the works for Flying Members. The wings
are back on the Turbi and work is now focussing on reconnecting all the controls.

DapCom: Trevor Skillen reported that DapCom met on 27 Feb. They also met with Metro on 22 Feb. The Air Park License
Agreement is up for renewal in 2014 and appears there are no obstacles to renewal for another five years. The Management
Committee meeting will be on 3 April and DapCom is working on a budget for that now. He has recently surveyed the
tenants looking for interest in mogas being provided for sale at the Air Park. There was some interest, about 15 people.
Trevor and Les Mitchell did a walk-around recently and they now have a long list of things to be fixed or improved at the
Air Park.
A windsock will be going up at the west end of the runway. Trevor suggested that the poplars at the east end of the runway
are becoming hazardous to flight and are being considered for removal. Runway refurbishment is still being considered.
Some filling and some rolling will be done this year. 13 of those present said they fly into and out of the Air Park (another
dozen or so at the meeting don't have airplanes). There's a new Air Park Flight Safety Officer: James Smith, who flies an an
advanced ultralight amphibian out of Delta. There appears to be a bit of a problem with Coffee Shop patrons not putting
enough money in the jar. A reminder email to tenants and a sign in the Coffee Shop are options being considered.
The next Sunday Breakfast will be on 10 March, sponsored by the COPA Flight 5 Boundary Bay Flying Club. Plans are
afoot for a Biplane Fly-in and perhaps also an Ultralight Fly-In. No dates yet.
RAAC National: John Macready is our Regional Representative. His two-year term ends later this year. If you're interested
in the position, you must apply when the Application Form comes out in the Recreational Flyer.
Newsletter: George reported that the next edition of Turn
& Bank should be posted in a few days. Jim Stunden has
submitted a great article on his Osprey. He suggested that a
Notice of the Annual Fly-In needs to go into the RAA
website soon.
Programs: Cyril advised that there is no speaker yet for
April. Perhaps Gordon's gyroplane videos not seen tonight
will suffice.
COPA Flight 5-Boundary Bay Flying Club Liaison:
Gary Peare will be our COPA5-BBFC contact and will
report COPA5-BBFC news at RAA meetings.
Old Business: The gyrocopter proposal is still under
discussion. The Turbi project is proceeding well and a test
flight by the end of March is still possible.
New Business: Bruce reported that a new Delta Heritage Air Park website is now up and running. Go to
http://www.deltaheritageairpark.org.
John remined everyone that the Chapter has a slate of Builders' Counsellors for tech topics like Aluminum, Electrics,
Engines, Computers, etc. They are listed on the Chapter website at http://raa85.ca. Vounteers have recently come forward to
fill the Electrics and Engines positions. Other members may apply for any Counsellor position.
Francois reported that he has seen an email from RAA HQ suggesting that Transport Canada might be stiffening the rules
for dual signatures for control connections on amateurbuilt aircraft. He will fax a copy to Bruce.
Announcements: Sunday Breakfast on 10 March. The
Exec will meet on 16 March at for a seminar on “What We
Do” and will review/develop strategic plans. The meeting
will be held in Alpha's Boardroom at ZBB on 16 March
starting at 0830. Chapter members are welcome to attend.
The Annual Awards Banquet will be held at the Town and
Country Inn on Saturday 30 March.
Next Meeting: Tuesday 2 April 2013.
Adjourn: Motion (Lalonde/Munzer): that we adjourn. And
we did, at 2136.
bgp/ File: RAAGeneralMeeting5Mar2013R2.doc

Notes from Eric Munzer's Presentation
Gyrocopter Pilot License
The Gyroplane Pilots License is called:
Pilot Permit-Gyroplane (GYROP) and is good for all single seat Gyroplanes.
Each type of two seat Gyroplane needs a separate endorsement.
Night rating is available.
Instructor rating is also available.

Experience:
1) 45 hours Pilot Flight Training in a gyrocopter under the direction & supervision of a licensed Gyrocopter instructor.
2) Shall include a minimum of
i Two or more seats:
a) 12 hours of DUAL instruction incl. 2 hours cross-country.
b) 12 hours SOLO incl. 3 hours cross-country (min. 60 miles and incl. 2 full stop landings at points other than departure point.
ii Single seat:
45 hours Pilot Flight Training.
15 hours may be towed.
3 hours cross-country (60 miles, 2 full stop landings)
Skills
Within 12 month, demonstrate in flight and on the ground to perform normal and emergency maneuvers appropriate to the Gyroplane used
in the test and with a degree of competence appropriate to that of a holder of a Pilot Permit-Gyroplane.
Where an applicant undertakes flight training in a single seat Gyroplane, the flight test may be observed from another aircraft or from the
ground.
CREDITS
Knowledge Ground school reduced to 20 hours (from 40)
Experience Total time on Gyro must be 30 hours
1) a total of 15 hours towards total time (PP or hi)
2) a maximum of 4 hours SOLO flight time, 2 hours shall be credited to SOLO cross-country time.

Requirements to get a Permit-Gyroplane (GYROP)
Age

: min. 17

Medical

: Cat. 1 or 3

Knowledge

: 40 hours Gyroplane ground school consisting of:

Aerodynamics, Meteo, Airframe, Engines & Systems, Flight Instruments, Radio & Electronics Theory, Navigation,
Flight Operations, Licensing Requirements, Human Factors
Obtain a minimum of 60 % on the written exam (GYROP)

Ultra-light Pilots License
If you are the holder of a PPL or higher rating you meet most of the UL requirements.
Ground school: Not required
Experience: 5 Hours of Flight Time (min. 2 Hrs. Dual and 2 Hrs. Solo incl. 20 Take-offs and Landings with min. 10 Solo Takeoffs and Landings.
Fight Test: Not required
Training Costs
Assuming we all have a PP or higher license and we’ll do the maximum allowed TOW-Training then we’ll need (as a
minimum):
12 hours of Two Seater training incl. Instructor ($ 180.00)
3 hours of SOLO Two Seater Training ($ 120.00)
15 hours of Tow training (our cost approx. $ 500.00)
30 hours of Ground School ($ 300.00 ea. when Group)
Total Cost: Approx. $ 3400.00
Total Cost for Ultra-light: Approx. $ 600.00
Official Permissions
Abbotsford will allow us to Tow-train on runway 07 and taxiways Delta or Charley. (contact: Trent Stenmark)
Boundary Bay will allow us to Tow-train too. (contact: Kelly Smith)
We’ll need to be equipped with 2-Way Radios (Truck and Gyrocopter) and have AVOP Permit.
Transport Canada will possibly allow us to build the “Butterfly” as an Ultra-light. (contact: Terry Van Gelderen)
Francois Leh is officially looking into becoming a Gyrocopter Instructor.

